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Let G = Op′ Go S where S = /pn ∗ T is of symplectic type with T an extra-
special p-group and Op′ G solvable. From results in [3] it is easy to show that
when p is odd, the Quillen complex of G at p is Cohen-Macaulay. In this note we
show that the result also holds when p = 2. ' 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Given a nite group G and a prime p dividing the order of G, the Quillen
complex of G at p, denoted ApG, is the order complex of the poset of
nontrivial elementary abelian p-subgroups of G, ordered by inclusion. In
order to analyze the structure of p-subgroup complexes in an inductive
setting, one needs information about the complexes of suitable minimal
groups such as the simple groups and certain minimal solvable groups. For
example, to use Quillen’s bre lemma (Corollary 9.7 in [3]), as in the proof
of Lemma 1.2 (and hence Corollary 1.4), one needs Quillen’s determination
of the topological properties of the p-subgroup complex of the extensions
of a solvable p′-group by an elementary abelian p-group S. The next case,
where S is of symplectic type, is the one studied here.
Given a poset X the denition of certain subposets, for example, X≤ x,
and terms such as dimension, height of an element, n-spherical, and Cohen
Macaulay (CM) are as in [3] or [2]. In particular, by Proposition 10.1 in
[3], we know that ApG is CM iff ApG>A is spherical of dimension
mpG −mpA − 1 for every elementary abelian p-subgroup of G (in-
cluding A = 1).
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Let T be an extraspecial p-group, of exponent p if p is odd, and let
S = /pn ∗ T be a group of symplectic type. Finally, let G = Op′ Go S
with Op′ G solvable. The canonical homomorphism pix G→ G/Op′ G ∼=
S induces a map: f x ApG → ApS.
Lemma 1.1. If x y in ApG then f x f y in ApS.
Proof. This follows from the fact that x ∩ Op′ G = y ∩ Op′ G = 1
for all x; y ∈ ApG.
Lemma 1.2. Given y ∈ ApS, f  y is CM of dimension hy.
Proof. Notice that f preserves height: hf x = hx ∀x ∈ ApG.
Also, since f is surjective, given y ∈ ApS we can choose x ∈ ApG such
that f x = y.
Now f  y = f−1ApS≤ y = a ∈ ApG  f a ≤ f x =
ApOp′ G · x. Since Op′ G is solvable, by Theorem 11.2 in [3],
ApOp′ G · x is CM of dimension hx = hy. Thus, f  y is CM of
dimension hy as claimed.
Recall that given a p-group G, 1G = g ∈ G  gp = 1. The following
result follows trivially:
Lemma 1.3. Let S = /pn∗T where T is extraspecial, and of exponent
p when p is odd, then 1S = T when p is odd and 1S ≤ /4∗T when
p = 2.
Corollary 1.4. Let G = Op′ G o S with Op′ G solvable and S =
/pn∗T of symplectic type. If p is odd and the exponent of T is p, then
ApG is CM of dimension mpG − 1.
Proof. By Lemma 1.3 ApS = ApT , and, by Example 10.4 in [3],
ApT  is CM. By Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2, if f x ApG → ApS is the map in-
duced by the canonical homomorphism from G to G/Op′ G then f is strict
and f  y is CM of dimension hy for all y ∈ ApS. Thus, by Corollary 9.7
in [3], ApG is CM of dimension mpG − 1 as claimed.
So, in this note, we concentrate on the characteristic 2 case. That is,
we want to show that if G = O2′ G o S, with O2′ G solvable, and S =
/2n∗T is a 2-group of symplectic type then A2G is also CM of dimen-
sion m2G − 1. By the proof of Corollary 1.4 it sufces to show that A2S
is CM.
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2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Let V be a 2m-dimensional orthogonal space and let n be the Witt index
of V . Dene P to be the poset of nontrivial totally singular subspaces of
V , ordered by inclusion. Then we have:
Lemma 2.1. P is n− 2-connected.
Proof. If V is not hyperbolic then P is the Tits building of V and thus
P is n − 2-connected by the SolomonTits theorem ([5] and Theorem 1
in [4]). When V is hyperbolic this result follows from Theorem 1.6 in [6].
Let G = /4∗T be the central product of /4 and an extraspecial
2-group T with T  = 22n+1. Let Z = ZT  and dene T˜ = T/Z and G˜ =
G/Z ∼= /2× T˜ . If we dene
Q˜x G˜→ Z f˜ x G˜× G˜→ Z
gαt 7→ α2t2 gαt ;gα′t ′ 7→ t; t ′
then Q˜ is a quadratic form on G˜ with associated symmetric form f˜ . Fur-
thermore, RadG˜ ∼= /2 is nonsingular (see, for example, (23.10) in [1]).
Now given an orthogonal space V;Q over 2 with associated symplectic
form f and a nonsingular, one-dimensional, radical, say RadV , we have
a canonical homomorphism pix V → V/RadV  = V . The map:
f¯ x V × V → 2
u1; u2 7→ f u1; u2 where ui ∈ pi−1ui
is a well-dened, nondegenerate, symplectic form on V . It is easy to check
that the order complex of the poset of nontrivial totally singular subspaces
of V and the order complex of the poset of nontrivial totally singular sub-
spaces of Vboth ordered by inclusionare isomorphic. Thus, if we let
φx G˜ → G˜/RadG˜ = G and let f¯ x G × G → Z be the corresponding
symplectic form, then the order complex of the poset of nontrivial totally
singular subspaces of G˜ and the order complex of the poset of nontrivial
totally singular subspaces of G are isomorphic.
Theorem 2.2. Let G = /4 ∗ T , where T is an extraspecial 2-group
with T  = 22n+1, and let Z = ZT . Then A2G>Z is isomorphic to the
order complex of the poset of the nontrivial totally singular subspaces of a
2n-dimensional symplectic space over 2ordered by inclusion. In particular,
A2G>Z is m2G − 3-connected.
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Proof. From (23.10) in [1] we know that Z U G is extraspecial (re-
spectively, elementary abelian) if and only if U˜ is nondegenerate (respec-
tively, totally singular). The rst assertion then follows from the discussion
preceding this theorem. The second statement follows from the fact that
the Witt index of G is n = m2G − 1, and the SolomonTits theorem ([5]
and Theorem 1 in [4]), since the order complex of the poset of the non-
trivial totally singular subspaces of a 2n-dimensional symplectic space is
n− 2-connected.
We end this section by noting the following fact:
Lemma 2.3. Let Z  G0 ≤ G be such that G0 is nondegenerate, then
G0 ∼= /4∗T0 where T0 is extraspecial.
Proof. By the denition of G and f¯ we know that G0 being nondegen-
erate implies there exists a nondegenerate G˜0 in G˜ such that φ−1G0 =
G˜0×RadG˜. By (23.10) in [1], the preimage of G˜0 in G, say T0, is extraspe-
cial and contains Z. Therefore, G0 is isomorphic to /4∗T0 as claimed.
Note that if dimG0 = k then T0 = 2k+1.
3. A2S is CM
We have S = /2n∗T where T is an extraspecial 2-group. By Lemma 1.3
we can restrict ourselves to the case S ≤ /4∗T . Let Z = ZT  and set
S˜ = S/Z. Then, as in Section 2, we can dene a quadratic form on S˜ by
Q˜x S˜ → Z is given by Q˜s˜ = s2. The corresponding symplectic form is
given by f˜ s˜; t˜ = s; t. Let us denote A2S by A and A2S>Z by B.
Then we have
Lemma 3.1. B is m2S − 3-connected.
Proof. When S = T , B is equivalent to the order complex of the poset
of nontrivial totally singular subspaces of S˜ by (23.10) in [1]. In that case,
the result follows from Lemma 2.1 and the fact that m2S − 1 =Witt index
of S˜. When S = /4∗T this is Theorem 2.2.
Now, by (23.10) in [1], T  = 22k+1 for some integer k. See Table 1 for
three possibilities.
Lemma 3.2. Let E ∈ A with E = 2t+1, then A>E is m2S −
m2E − 1-spherical.
Proof. By the denition of A>E we know that it is m2S −m2E −
1-dimensional. So it remains to show that it is m2S − m2E − 2 =
m2S − t − 3-connected.
If we let D = A2CSE then D>E = A>E, so it sufces to show
that D> E is m2S − t − 3-connected. One of two cases arises.
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TABLE 1
S Witt index of S˜ m2S
/4∗T k k+ 1
T (S˜ hyperbolic) k k+ 1
T (S˜ not hyperbolic) k− 1 k
Case I. Z ≤ E. Let E˜ be E’s image in S˜. Then E˜ is totally singular, by
(23.10) in [1] when S = T and the proof of Theorem 2.2 when S = /4∗T .
Consider
E˜⊥ = E˜ ⊕ S˜0:
Then S˜0 = S˜1 ⊕ RadS˜ with S˜1 nondegenerate when S = T by (19.3) in
[1] and by the denition of S˜, the denition of S (as in Section 2), and
the denition of the corresponding form f¯ on S when S = /4∗T . So,
when S = T , S0 is extraspecial by (23.10) in [1]. And, when S = /4∗T ,
S0 = /4∗T0 where T0 is extraspecial by Lemma 2.3.
Note that E˜⊥ = gCSE. So we have CSE = E∗S0 which implies
CSE/E ∼= S0/Z. Thus we have
D>E ≡ ApCSE>E ∼= ApS0>Z:
However, by Lemma 3.1, we know that ApS0>Z is m2S0 − 3-
connected.
Now we know that
dimS˜0 = dimE˜⊥ − dimE˜ = dimS˜ − 2 dimE˜
=

2k− t; if S = T ,
2k− t + 1; if S = /4∗T:
So, when S = /4∗T we have dimS0 = 2k − t. Thus, by the last
statement in the proof of Lemma 2.3, this implies T0 = 22k−t+1, which in
turn implies that m2S0 = k− t + 1 = m2S − t.
When S = T the situation is slightly more complicated. We compute
the value of m2S0 using Table 1, keeping in mind that if S˜ is hyperbolic
then S˜0 is also hyperbolic and that dimS˜0 = 2k− t. See Table 2 for the
different choices for S˜ and S˜0.
From Table 2 we see that when S = T , m2S0 ≥ m2S − t. This, along
with our analysis in the case when S = /4∗T , implies that whether S = T
or S = /4∗T we have m2S0 − 3 ≥ m2S − t − 3. Thus, D>Z is at
least m2S − t − 3-connected.
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TABLE 2
S˜ m2S S˜0 m2S0
Hyperbolic k+ 1 Hyperbolic k− t + 1 = m2S − t
Not hyperbolic k Hyperbolic k− t + 1 = m2S + 1− t
Not hyperbolic k Not hyperbolic k− t = m2S − t
Case II. Z  E. Consider EZ; then, as in Case I, CSEZ ∼= EZ∗S0 =
E × S0 (since S0 ∩ E = 1) where S0 is dened as in Case I. Furthermore,
x ∈ CSEZ iff x ∈ CSE; that is, CSE ∼= E × S0, so D>E ∼= A2S0.
However, A2S0 is contractible by Lemma 2.2 in [3] since S0 is a 2-group.
Therefore, in this case, D>E is contractible.
Our analysis of the two cases shows that A>E = A2CSE>E is
at least m2S − t − 3-connected. Hence, we have shown that A>E is
m2S −m2E − 1-spherical as claimed.
Since S is a 2-group, by Lemma 2.2 in [3], we know that A is contractible.
Thus, in light of Lemma 3.2 and the discussion immediately following the
denition of CohenMacaulay in Section 1, we see that
Lemma 3.3. A2S is CM of dimension m2S − 1.
Thus we have
Theorem 3.4. Let G = Op′ G o S with Op′ G solvable and S =
/pn∗T of symplectic type with T an extraspecial group. Assume that T is
of exponent p if p is odd. Then
ApG is CM of dimension mpG − 1:
Proof. When p is odd, this is Corollary 1.4. When p = 2, it follows from
the proof of Corollary 1.4 and Lemma 3.3.
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